IP-PBX PHONE SYSTEMS
Hospitality WiFi is proud to offer VoIP telephone solutions (IP-PBX) with integrated analog phone and analog
trunk/PRI compatibility that are designed for today’s hospitality voice communication needs. Server-based
options enable these solutions to enhance and improve your hotel PBX feature set continually without expensive
and disruptive equipment upgrades. We work with leading brands that have been providing hotel voice
communication solutions for decades and whose focus is to produce inexpensive yet feature-rich hotel phone
systems. We work with multiple vendors to build phone solutions that meet your property’s needs.
Best of Both Worlds - Our solutions combine a traditional telephone platform (analog room phones and digital
and analog telephone lines) with a server that converts traditional analog and digital endpoints to be compatible
with VoIP technology, allowing you to use existing wiring plans and phones with no expensive upgrades.
VoIP - Built using the latest VoIP technology, our solutions are designed specifically for hotel use and are based
on open standards to protect your investment and facilitate new features and functionality.
SIP or Analog - Run the latest SIP phones or your existing analog phones in the guestroom- your choice. Either
way, your staff and guests can utilize the full set of advanced features available in our phone solutions.
Compliance - Our solutions include infrastructure that supports the legal requirements such as 911 law, Kari’s Law,
and Ray Baum’s Act, with unlimited DIDs (Direct Inward Dial numbers) to identify a specific room and not just
the property.
Standards & Integration - Our solutions meet standards for a number of major brands and include built-in
support for many popular PMS solutions.
Bundled Solution - Supports SIP trunks, PRI, and two serial PMS interfaces.
Feature-Rich - The best of today’s and tomorrow’s phone system technology, with powerful, modern
administrative features, advanced guest tools and interaction capabilities, and a new and more efficient approach
to front desk communications, with new features released regularly.
Scalable - Our solutions support any size hotel with the same set of features. No property is too big or too small.
Starting now, your phone system can be consistent among all your properties.
Fail-Safe - In case of a server, LAN, or internet failure, the hardware will automatically shift into TDM failsafe mode.
All calls to and from analog ports will go through, including 911 calls from analog stations to analog trunks. When
the server or network problem is resolved, the hardware will detect this and shift back into full digital mode.
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